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add missing relative pronouns to the paragraph 
 
Directions: Underline the relative clauses (adjective clauses) in the paragraph. Some relative 
clauses have errors and are missing the relative pronoun (“that” “which” “who”).  
 
 

Most people assume that large purchases, like a new TV or a vacation, will make them 

happier.  Research is starting to show, rather, that purchases  make us happiest are actually the 

smaller ones, like buying a cup of coffee or watching a baseball game.  This may be because we 

can make several small purchases with the same money we can use to buy one large one.  

Likewise, we tend to focus on the people we are spending time with when we have a small 

budget. Building relationships help us relieve stress seem to be more effective than trying to 

escape stress. On the other hand, when people make large purchases, some are more likely to 

make us happy than others.  Money we spend on experiences is usually more well-spent than 

money goes to expensive items, like a car or house.  Once people have a new item, they tend to 

forget the feeling of happiness very quickly.  However, people spend money on a vacation or 

piano lessons enjoy the memories and skills they have.  All of this suggests that relationships 

and enjoying the present are the real keys to happiness, not money, and people have been saying 

that for a long time. 

 

Next:  
Circle the subject of every verb in a relative clause. If the clause doesn’t have a subject, add a 
relative pronoun for the subject.  
 
Check your answers.   
  

that 
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Answer Key 
 
 

Most people assume that large purchases, like a new TV or a vacation, will make them 

happier.  Research is starting to show, rather, that purchases  that  make us happiest are actually 

the smaller ones, like buying a cup of coffee or watching a baseball game.  This may be because 

we can make several small purchases with the same money we  can use to buy one large one.  

Likewise, we tend to focus on the people we  are spending time with when we have a small 

budget. Building relationships  that  help us relieve stress seem to be more effective than trying 

to escape stress. On the other hand, when people make large purchases, some are more likely to 

make us happy than others.  Money we  spend on experiences is usually more well-spent than 

money  that  goes to expensive items, like a car or house.  Once people have a new item, they tend 

to forget the feeling of happiness very quickly.  However, people  who  spend money on a vacation 

or piano lessons enjoy the memories and skills they have.  All of this suggests that relationships 

and enjoying the present are the real keys to happiness, not money, and people have been saying 

that for a long time. 
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